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The Viability Of A Crazy Idea!

HR On The ‘CARE’ Mission

Dr. M. Amr Sadik (Group Chief HR Officer, El Sewedy Cables) talks about
how he learnt to think differently, act differently and evaluate differently

Jacquline Williams (HR Manager, Grenada Electricity Services Ltd.) shares
her experiences in spreading awareness about Staff Orders at the company

Customising HR Solutions

What would you do if per-

formance evaluation at your company
does not work the way it is supposed
to? Several approaches were tried in the
case of my previous employer, but they
all failed. And this was the dilemma I
faced on my first day at the job.
There was no right or wrong answer
to this problem. We simply had to think,
act and evaluate differently. This was my
answer to the Chairman when he asked
me for a solution. I told him that there
were no other magic answers! Maybe we
failed because we were copycats! Instead
of copying systems from the West, we
needed to adapt those systems to our
own environment and culture.
I am a great believer in HR’s abilities
to acquire good candidates, retain the
best of them, and dismiss the worst of
them. But frankly speaking, retention is
the most critical job for HR practitioners.
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It was a crazy idea, but I was convinced
of its viability!
In a brainstorming session, we agreed
to assess employees on the following
parameters: living the company values,
core competencies, MBO, job description
(JD) and tasks beyond JD, and projects
assigned, if any. Each item was assigned
a different percentage.
But who was going to develop the
company values for us? The answer
was: we. The Chairman and all Directors agreed to use the company brand
name of Katakit as the trigger. Through
a staff competition, we asked employees to bring out the best statements to
represent our brand. The results were
as follows: K for ‘committed to make
our quality Known’, A for ‘trusting our
Abilities’, T for ‘working as a Team’, A for
‘motivated and Ambitious’, K for ‘passion
HR has to come up with extraordinary for Knowledge’, I for ‘continuously seekstuff to retain the extraordinary staff; ing Innovation’, and T for ‘investing in
the pillars of your organisation.
our Talents’. Then, middle and top-level
Ability is what you are able to do, executives came together in a full-day
motivation determines what you do, workshop to convert these statements
and attitude decides how well you do into actions and behaviours, so that they
it. Nobody likes performance evaluation could be measured.
systems too much. ManagIt took almost two years
ers find them unworkable
to develop this comprehenand uncomfortable. Many I am a great
sive programme. Parallel
experts think we should believer in
to this, we also sponsored
scrap them altogether. Em- HR’s abilities
the work of local business
ployees do not hate to be to acquire
students in aiding the company’s value development
evaluated, but they hate good
candidates,
how we evaluate them.
as part of their theses. This
Management by Objec- retain the best
led to a reduction in extertives (MBO) was my first of them, and
nal consultants’ costs.
answer and recommenda- dismiss the
The results were magtion to the VP while we worst of them
nificent. At the end of the
were looking at developing
day, we were able to save
in-house systems. But it was not enough. a substantial amount of money and the
What else Mr. HR, he asked me. In a subjectivity in performance evaluation
straightforward answer, I told him that reduced greatly. Moreover, all employees
we had to develop our own system using were engaged in the development of this
t hf
concepts from all different approaches. HR programme. 

Streamlining Staff Orders

As an HR Manager in training, I

have been exposed to the dominating
approach as well as the service approach to managing people. I learnt
early on that the dominant style was
rarely appropriate. So I had to decide
on how I wanted to be moulded. I have
decided that I want to be a leader who
exhibits the qualities of integrity, honesty, determination, humility, compassion and sensitivity. I wanted to win
my employees’ respect because they
trust and respect ‘me’ and not because
‘I am the Manager’. This philosophy has
guided all my HR decisions.
Upon becoming the Director-HR
and IR of a Health Authority in 2006,
I sought to change the situation wherein
employees were oblivious of the Staff
Orders that were designed to inform
them about the conditions of service,
and the general policies and procedures.

the parishes and displayed on notices
boards that were strategically placed.
We also circulated email copies. This
way we encouraged employees to read
all the Staff Orders in small digestible
pieces over a period of approximately
six months. Thirdly, we used the platforms of staff meetings and training
sessions to heighten awareness. Following this campaign we were flooded with
requests for benefits as qualified employees realised that they could apply
for the same. Internal communication
improved tremendously as exemplified
by comments from employees who expressed that they felt there were fewer
secrets. We were also challenged to improve on the timeliness in processing
and responding to the requests of our
internal customers. So I coordinated
the development of a customer service
It appeared that there was a history charter, which outlined what was needof the Staff Orders being used for the ed from team members in order to propurview of only a certain managerial cess their requests. At the point of my
level of employees. I wanted each em- departure from the Health Authority
ployee to be aware of the Staff Orders we started to test our internal customer
and I was also cognizant of the fact service charter. Team members were
that we did not always have a read- highly appreciative as their requests
ing public. The HR departwere being acknowledged
ment decided on a three
and feedback provided in
I wanted
pronged approach.
a timelier manner.
Today, as I continue in
Firstly, we ensured that to win my
copies of the Staff Orders employees’
the people management
were available at the HR of- respect
business at GRENLEC, I
fices of all three parishes because
am looking forward to the
for which we had oversight, they trust and
success of our CARE (Conso that each employee could respect ‘me’ and
gratulating And Recognishave access. Further, we not because
ing Excellence) programme.
This is a company-wide
created a weekly feature ‘I am the
dubbed ‘DID YOU KNOW’ Manager’
employee recognition pro– this was a one page docugramme that was launched
ment in which we featured a benefit, in March this year. We want to emphaa policy or a procedure or any current sise on the importance of each team
matter relating to the Staff Orders. member towards the business by acThis was circulated to the hospitals knowledging and rewarding outstandt hf
and major health centres throughout ing performance.
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